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Dear Juno American Library Association
For the first time ever, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate His Holiness the Dalai Lama addresses children directly,
sharing lessons of peace and compassion, told through stories of his own childhood. One of today's most
inspiring world leaders was once an ordinary child named Lhamo Thondup. In a small village in Tibet, his
mother was his first great teacher of compassion. In everyday moments from his childhood, young readers
begin to see that important lessons are all around us, and that they, too, can grow to truly understand them.
With simple, powerful text, the Dalai Lama shares the universalist teachings of treating one another with
compassion, which Bao Luu illustrates beautifully in vibrant color. In an increasingly confusing world, The
Seed of Compassion offers guidance and encouragement on how we all might bring more kindness to it.
Monsters Don't Eat Broccoli Ballantine Books
Endangered animals are drawn into uniquely crafted letters in this bold alphabet book that provides
information on the habitat and class of these rare creatures and the threats facing them.
The Texts in Elementary Classrooms Routledge
Disaster strikes two pigeons when their nest in an electric hotel sign is threatened.
ABC Pop! Penguin
An alphabet book introducing the world of trains.
Great Books About Things Kids Love Penguin
At the annual celebration of Las Posadas in old Santa Fe, the husband and wife slated to play Mary
and Joseph are delayed by car trouble, but a mysterious couple appear who seem perfect for the part.
Reprint.
Jambo Means Hello Puffin
An assortment of animals introduce the letters of the alphabet.
The Alphabet Theatre Proudly Presents the Z was Zapped Penguin
Differentiating Instruction With Menus offers teachers everything they need to create a
student-centered learning environment based on choice. Addressing the four main
subject areas (language arts, math, science, and social studies) and the major concepts
taught within these areas, these books provide a number of different types of menus

that elementary-aged students can use to select exciting products that they will develop
so teachers can assess what has been learned—instead of using a traditional worksheet
format. Each book contains attractive reproducible menus, each based on the levels of
Bloom's revised taxonomy, for students to use to guide them in making decisions as to
which products they will develop after studying a major concept or unit. Using creative
and challenging choices found in Tic-Tac-Toe Menus, List Menus, 2-5-8 Menus,
Baseball Menus, and Game Show Menus, students will look forward to sharing their
newfound knowledge throughout the year. Also included are specific guidelines for
products, rubrics for assessing student products, and teacher introduction pages for
each menu. This book includes menus that teach students about language arts genres,
mechanics, and novels.
People Are Wild Puffin
An A to Z of the American Revolution.
The Letters are Lost! Lincoln Children's Books
Recommends more than 2,000 books appropriate for children from infants to age
twelve, with reviews of new books and cross-references by theme and interest.
The Letters Are Lost! Puffin
Paintings of objects in an urban setting present the letters of the alphabet.
Learning Centers in Kindergarten, Grade K Carson-Dellosa Publishing
Counts things associated with a harvest feast in colonial Plymouth Colony, including
pilgrims, Wampanoags, nuts, squash, and, of course, turkeys.
The Spirit of 1776 from A to Z Crown
Teaching students to make connections across related texts promotes engagement and
improves reading comprehension and content learning. This practical guide explains
how to select and teach a wide range of picture books as paired text--two books related
by topic, theme, or genre--in grades K-8. The author provides mini-lessons across the
content areas, along with hundreds of recommendations for paired text, each linked to
specific Common Core standards for reading literature and informational texts. In a large-
size format for easy photocopying, the book includes 22 reproducible graphic organizers
and other useful tools. Purchasers also get access to a Web page where they can
download and print the reproducible materials.
Gone Wild PRUFROCK PRESS INC.
Grade level: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, k, p, e, i, t.
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Lessons from the Life and Teachings of His Holiness the Dalai Lama Rowman & Littlefield
Children love animals, letters, and games involving numbers. With this book, even the youngest
children can playfully learn their ABCs, the names of animals, and how to count. This fun animal book
tells the exciting story of a zoo preparing for its opening day. The head zookeeper, who guides young
readers through its pages, is waiting anxiously for the animals to get there. Will they all be in their
cages by the time the first visitors arrive? Illustrated with loving attention to detail, The Zoo's Grand
Opening is ideal for pre-school children. The book opens on an empty zoo and then follows the arrival
of the animals, starting with an anaconda (representing the letter "A" and the number one), followed by
a bear ("B" and two) and so on all the way to "Z" and 26. While they enjoy the story, children will
playfully be introduced to the letters of the alphabet and how to count. At its end, they have not only
been introduced to a variety of creatures, but they also know how many animals can be seen at the
grand opening.
A Play in Twenty-six Acts Penguin
This CIERA sponsored book is based on the premise that high-quality texts of all kinds are
essential to good teaching in elementary classrooms. Experts on a variety of text-related topics
were asked to summarize existing research and then apply it to literacy development in an
"ideal" classroom. The most comprehensive and up-to-date book in its field, it moves
progressively from an examination of discrete literacy processes and forms to a holistic
overview and assessment of the classroom literacy environment. Content coverage in this
outstanding new book includes: *Literacy Processes--Part I examines basic reading processes
(instruction, comprehension, word recognition, fluency, and motivation) as they relate to text
features. *Forms of Texts--Part II examines the wide variety of text types (fiction, nonfiction,
leveled, local, and electronic) that comprise an effective classroom literacy program.
Discussions include the nature of these texts, their qualities and quantities, how they fit into an
instructional plan, and how a teacher might assess their effectiveness. *Text Selection--Part III
examines special issues (linguistic diversity and teachers as censors) related to the selection
of classroom texts. *Personal Applications--The final, hands-on chapter synthesizes the book's
ideas and offers practical tools (checklists and inventories) whereby teachers can self-assess
the literacy environment of their own classrooms. This book is suitable for anyone (graduate
students, in-service reading specialists and curriculum directors, college faculty, and
researchers) who deal directly with issues of classroom literacy.
Max's ABC Alphabet City
When Max's ants escape from their farm, they start on a search for food, spreading everywhere, until
his sister, Ruby, comes to the rescue, in a text which includes a different letter of the alphabet on each
page.
More Than 750 Recommended Books for Children 3 to 14 Guilford Publications
A rhyming celebration of goats and their antics, from A to Z.
Max's ABC Harper Collins
Wonderfully Wordless: The 500 Most Recommended Graphic Novels and Picture Books
is the first comprehensive best book guide to wordless picture books (and nearly
wordless picture books). It is an indispensable resource for parents and teachers who
love graphic storytelling or who recognize the value of these exceptional books in
working with different types of students, particularly preschool, English as a Second
Language (ESL), and special needs, and creative writers. Every age group will benefit
from Wonderfully Wordless, from babies and toddlers encountering their first books, to
elementary age children captivated by the popular fantasy and adventure themes, to

teenagers attracted to graphic novels because of their more intense content and comic
book format. Even adults who are not yet readers will benefit from this uniquely
authoritative resource because it will provide a bridge to literacy and give them books
that they can immediately share with their children. Wonderfully Wordless is the ultimate
guide to wordless and almost wordless books. Its 500 exemplary titles are a composite
of 140 sources including recommendations from reference books, award lists, book
reviews, professional journals, literary blogs, and the collections of many of the most
prominent libraries in the United States and the English-speaking world. The US libraries
include the Boston Public Library, Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh, Denver Library, New
York Public Library, and Seattle Public Library, as well as the academic libraries at Bank
Street College, Miami University, Michigan State University, Penn State University,
Stanford University, and University of Chicago. The international libraries include the
University of Oxford, British Council Library India, British Library, Hong Kong Public
Libraries, National Library of the Philippines, Toronto Public Library, Trinity College
Library (Dublin), Vancouver Public Library, and the National Library of New Zealand. The
500 books included here are generated from a database with 7,300 booklist entries. In
essence, the ranked list emerging from this compilation will constitute “votes” for the
most popular titles, the ones most experts agree are the best. By pooling the expertise
from the US and other English-speaking countries, Wonderfully Wordless is an unrivaled
core list of classic and contemporary titles. This authoritative reference book conveys not
the opinion of one expert, but the combined opinions of a legion of experts. If a single
picture is worth a thousand words, then a multitude of the picture-only texts is worth a
compendium. Wonderfully Wordless is organized by theme and format and readers
should have no problem zeroing in on their favorite topics. There are thirty-one chapters
organized by topics such as Christmas Cheer, Character Values, Comedy Capers, Pet
Mischief, Creative Journeys, Fascinating Fantasies, and Marvelous Mysteries. There is a
full spectrum of wordless fiction and nonfiction, concept books, visual puzzles, board
books, cloth books, woodcut novels, graphic novels, and more.
Tell Me Again About the Night I Was Born Die Gestalten Verlag
Illustrations and rhyming text reveal how imagination can spice up even the healthiest
meal.
Alphabet City Puffin
In this photographic alphabet, the author introduces young readers to some of the customs,
religion and culture, both ancient and modern, that make up this high-profile country. Focusing
on both city and country life ? from Arirang to Lacquerware to Taekwondo ? this is a
celebration of Korea in all its colourful diversity.
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